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INTRODUCTION 
Generalizing previous results due to Filippov [l] and Hermes [a], 
Himmelberg and Van Vleck [3] have shown how the contraction principle 
for multivalued mappings yields the existence of solutions for the differen- 
tial inclusion 
x’(t) E J-(6 x(t)), x(to) =x0, 
where F is a closed-valued multifunction from a real interval [to, tr] cross 
R” into W, measurable in t, and Lipschitzian in X. On the other hand, 
Markin [4] has established a parametric version of the contraction prin- 
ciple for multivalued mappings in Hilbert spaces, which when applied to 
Lipschitzian differential inclusions may give additional information on 
continuous dependence of solution sets. 
Following these ideas we derive results on solution sets for a broad class 
of functional-differential inclusions from general results on fixed point sets 
of set-valued contractions. 
This unified approach supplements methods developed in [j-16]. 
Recently results close in spirit to those presented in this paper were given 
by T. C. Lim [ 173, N. S. Papageorgiou [ 181, and B. Ricceri and 0. Naselli 
Ricceri [ 19-221. 
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The fixed point results, which are of interest by themselves, are stated in 
Section 2. In Section 3 we present the scheme of application of these results 
and theorems on solution sets. 
Some of the main features of the present exposition were announced in 
~231. 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Throughout the paper (Z, 11. )I ) is a Banach space. We distinguish the 
following classes of subsets of Z: 
N(Z)=(AcZ:A#@},, 
Cl(Z) = {A E N(Z): A is closed}, 
C(Z) = (A EN(Z): A is convex}, 
CC&Z) = {A E CZ( Z): A is convex }, 
&q(Z) = {A E N(Z): A is compact}, 
CCornp( Z) = {A E Comp( Z): A is convex}. 
For A, B E N(Z), r > 0 let 
d(A, B) = sup inf lla - bll, 
UEA b.sB 
WA, B) = max(dM B), d(& A)), 
B(A,r)=(x~Z:d({x},A)<r}. 
We will often identify an element a E Z with the set (0) E N(Z), for 
instance, we will write d(a, B), d( B, a), D(a, B), B(a, r). 
Note that 
sup ld(a, B) - d(a, C)( = D(B, C) 
OGZ 
(1) 
144 C) - d(b, C)l Q Ila - bll. (2) 
Let A be a nonempty set. For a mapping F: A --+ N(Z), which will be 
called a multivalued mapping, we denote 
F(B)= u F(A) for BcA, 
i. E B 
F-(W)= {LEA: F(A)n W#@} for WcZ, 
GrF={(A,z)EAxZ:zcF(j.)}. 
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A mapping f: n + Z is a selection of F iff f(n) E F(1) for every 2 E /1. 
Let n be a topological space. We say that F: A + N(Z) is V-1.s.c. 
( V-u.s.c.) iff F-( W) is open (closed) for every open (closed) subset WC Z. 
Equivalently, F is V-1.s.c. iff for every z E Z the function 1. -+ d(z, F(A)) is 
upper semicontinuous in the usual sense. We say that F is W-U.S.C. iff for 
every z E Z the function 1-+ d(z, F(1)) is lower semicontinuous in the usual 
sense. We say that F is H-1s.~. (H-u.s.c.) iff for every &,E 4 r > 0, there 
exists an open neighborhood U, of /2, such that 
W’;(&), f’(A)) <r, (d(F(~), Q&l) < r), 
for 1 E UO. Equivalently, Fis H-1.s.c. (H-u.s.c.) iff the functions 1+ d(z, F(i)), 
z E Z, are equi-upper semicontinuous (equi-lower semicontinuous). 
For a multivalued mapping F: n --+ Camp(Z), V-U.S.C. coincides with 
H-U.S.C. and V-1.s.c. coincides with H-l.s.c., and iff additionally F(A) is 
compact, then W-U.S.C. coincides with H-U.S.C. 
We say that F is W-continuous iff F is V-1.s.c. and W-U.S.C. and we say 
that F is H-continuous iff F is H-1.s.c. and H-U.S.C. 
For a detailed exposition on the concepts of continuity of multivalued 
mappings we refer, e.g., to [25]. We recall two classical lemmas. 
LEMMA 1 [26]. Let A be a topological space and Fz A + Cf(Z) be such 
that F(A) is compact. Then F is V-U.S.C. (equivalently: H-u.s.c., W-u.s.c.) ifs 
F has closed graph. 
LEMMA 2 [27]. Let A be a compact topological space and F: A + 
Camp(Z) be H-U.S.C. Then the set F(A) is compact. 
We say that F: A -+ N(Z) has a retractive representation iff there exists a 
set YE N(Z) and a continuous mapping f: A x Y + Z such that for every 
(4 Y)EAX Y 
f(A Y) E F(J) 
f(k Y)'Y iff ye F(1). 
Clearly if f: A x Z + Z is a retractive representation for F and F(A) c Y 
then f restricted to /i x Y is also a retractive representation for F. 
We call a retractive representation f equi-continuous, and when A is a 
uniform space, uniformly continuous or equi-uniformly continuous iff the 
mappings f( ., y), y E Y, are equi-continuous and uniformly continuous or 
equi-uniformly continuous, respectively. 
If A is a compact metric space then every retractive representation is 
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uniformly continuous and every equi-continuous retractive representation 
is equi-uniformly continuous. If Y is a compact set then a retractive 
representation f: /i x Y + 2 is equicontinuous. 
Since for a multivalued mapping F: /i -+ N(Z) having a retractive 
representation f: /l x Y -+ Z it holds that 
F(I)=f(E,, Y)= {ye Y:f(& y-y=O) 
and consequently 
one can easily verify the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a topological (uniform) space. Assume that 
F: A --* N(Z) has a retractive representation f’: A x Y -+ Z. Then F has u 
continuous selection through each point qf its graph, F is V-l.s.c., Gr F is 
closed, and the values of F are closed retracts of Y. If f is equi-continuous 
(equi-uniformly continuous) then F is H-continuous (unzformly H-continuous). 
A partial converse to this is provided by the next proposition based on 
the Michael Selection Theorem. It will be our key tool in the proof of 
Theorem 1. We precede it by a simple lemma which can be easily proved 
by application of (1 ), (2), and the triangle inequality. 
b3iMA 3. Let A be a topological space. Assume that ,f: A + Z is 
continuous and F: A -+ N(Z) is W-continuous. Then the function I< --t 
d(f(I.), F(%)) is continuous. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a topological space such that A x Z is 
paracompact. Assume that G: A + Ccl(Z) is W-continuous. Then for ever.), 
L > 1 there exists a retractive representation g,: A x Z -+ Z qf G such that 
IlgL(jw, z) - zll d L d(z, G(E*)). 
Proof. Define F: A x Z + Ccl(Z) and m: A x Z + [0, co) by letting 
F(I, z) = G(Iv) -z, m(n, z) = L d(z, G(1)) = L d(0, F(i., z)). 
Since for every w  E Z, the mapping (A, z) + z f w  is continuous and the 
multivalued mapping (2, z) + G(A) is W-continuous, then by Lemma 3 the 
function (1, z) + d(w + z, G(A)) is continuous for every w  E Z. But 
d(w+z, G(,I))=d(w, G(A)-z)=d(w, F(Eti, z,). 
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Thus F is W-continuous. Hence, in particular m is lower semicontinuous. 
By Lemma 7.1 in [28], there exists a continuous selectionf of F such that 
IIf@, z)ll G m(h z). 
Putting 
‘ST,@, 2) =f(A z) -z 
we get the desired retractive representation. Q.E.D. 
We refer to [6,29-311 for more information on continuous representa- 
tion and Carathtodory type representation of multivalued mappings. 
For a bounded subset A of a metric space (X, p) a Huusdorff measure of 
noncompactness fix(A) is defined by 
bx(A) = inf 
i 
r > 0: there exists a finite set {xi, . . . . x,} 
such that A c b B(xi, r) . 
i=l 1 
Immediately from this definition it follows that B,(A) = P,(A), 
P,(A) = 0 iff 2 is compact, and A c B implies /?*(A) d p,(B). 
We leave to the reader the elementary proof of the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4. Let (A, p) be a metric space. Assume that F: A --t Camp(Z) 
satisfies the condition 
for 1,) 2, E A, L > 0. Then, for every bounded set A c X, 
Let T be a measurable space with the a-algebra d. We say that 
F: T -+ N(Z) is measurable iff F- ( W) E &’ for every open subset WC Z. We 
will use the following consequence of the Kuratowski-Ryll-Nardzewski 
Selection Theorem: 
LEMMA 5 [32,33]. Let Z be separable. Assume that F, G: T-r Cl(Z), 
u: T-t Z, r: T + (0, co) are measurable. Then: 
(i) the functions t -+ d(F(t), G(t)), t + D(F(t), G(t)) are measurable, 
(ii) there exists a measurable selection f of F such that for every t E T 
b(t) -f(t)ll G d(u(t), F(t)) + r(t). 
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2. FIXED POINT SETS 
Let YE U(Z) and ,4 be a topological space. We shall deal with a 
multivalued contraction mapping with a parameter, i.e., with a mapping 
H: /1 x Y -+ CCl( Y) satisfying 
where 06 K< 1. 
We will establish conditions guaranteeing the existence of retractive 
representations for the multivalued mapping P,: /i + N(Y) defined by 
PH(A)= {YE Y: YEHO., y,}. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be paracompact and pecfectly normal. Assume that 
H: A x Y + CCf( Y) satisfies (C) and is such that: 
(i) for every y E Y the multivalued mapping H( ., y) is W-continuous. 
Then P, has a retractive representation h: A x Y + Y. 
ProoJ: Since n is paracompact and perfectly normal, the product 
II x Y x Z is paracompact [34]. Applying the triangle inequality and (1) we 
get 
Idk WA Y)) - 4-3 H(&, Y,)II 
G D(H(A Y), WA yd) + Idk WA yd) - d(z, W&, yd)l, 
for every ZEZ. Thus by (C) and (i), H is W-continuous. Let us fix 
L E (1, l/K). By Proposition 2 we can choose a retractive representation 
g,:/ixYxZ-+ZofHsuchthat 
II g,(A Y, z) - zll 6 L d(z, HO., ,,)I, 
for every (1, y, z). Define h”: n x Y -+ Y by letting 
A’(& Y) = gA& Y, .vL 
h”(& y) = h’(1, h”- ‘(1, y)) for n = 2, 3, 
Clearly h’ is continuous and by induction h” is continuous for every n. 
Moreover, we have 
h” + ‘(A, y) E WE., h”(A Y )I 
IA”+ ‘(4 y) - h”(A y)II < L d(h”(J., ,v), WA h’Y& Y))) 
(3) 
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for n = 1, 2, . . . . 1 E A, y E Y. Put ~(1, y) = L d( y, H(A, y)). By Lemma 3, it is 
clear that p: ,4 x Y + [0, co) is a continuous function. Taking into account 
(3) and (C) we get 
G L WH(k h”- ‘(A Y)), w4 h”(4 Y))) 
G Lfqh”(4 v) - h”- ‘(A YNI G (Jm” Ivw, Y) - Yll 
G UJT P@, VI. (4) 
From (4) it follows easily that for every (A, y), the sequence (h”(1, y)) is a 
Cauchy sequence in Y and hence convergent. Let h: A x Y-t Y be defined 
by 
h(A, y) = lim h”(A, y). 
n-+m 
It is easily seen that 
(5) 
Since the sets H(A, y) are closed and for arbitrary large m we have 
W44 ~1, f@, h(A ~1)) 
< IMA, y) - h”(l, y)II + d(h”(l, y), WI, h(A, y))) 
G IIN& y)-hV, Y)II +W”-‘(A, y)-W, ~111, 
we conclude that 
h(A Y) E WA 44 ~1). 
From this, in particular, it follows that y = h(l, y) implies YE H(A, y). 
On the other hand, if YE H(A, y), then h’(l, y) = y and subsequently 
h”(A, y) = y for n = 1, 2, . . . . and hence y = h(l, y). Therefore h(A, y) E Pe(lZ) 
for every (A, y), and h(l, y) = y iff y E PH(A). 
Since p and h” are continuous for arbitrary m, then h is also continuous. 
Indeed, given (A,, y,,), E > 0, we can choose a number m such that 
.zrn wwm(&~ YCJ + 1) < 42 
and a neighbourhood W of (A,, yO) such that 
Ah Y) < P&Y Yo) + 13 IVYA Y) - h”Vo, xdll < @ 
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for (L, y)~ W. Then using (5), for (A, y)~ W we get 
G IINk Y) - h”(k Y)ll + llh”(k Y) - ml”, YJ 
+ W”‘(Gb Y,) - h(&, YJ < &. 
Thus h is a desired retractive representation. Q.E.D. 
Notice that in the above proof every element h”+ ‘(A, y) is an“almost 
nearest” element to h”(& y) in the set H(2, h”(2, y)). Assuming more on the 
geometry of the Banach space Z we can construct a sequence of iterates 
such that its elements are exactly nearest. The next proposition, providing 
a sufficient condition for H-continuity of the multivalued mapping P,, 
exploits this fact. Its proof doesn’t depend on the properties of the 
topological space II, but depends heavily on the continuity properties of 
the mapping which assigns to every pair (z, A) E Z x CCI(Z) an element 
aeA with lia--zll =d(z, A). 
THEOREM 2 [35]. Let A be a topological (untform) space, Z be u 
untformly convex Banach space, and YE Cl(Z). Assume that H: A x Y -+ 
CCI( Y) satisfies (C) and: 
(i) ~(~)=SUP,.. d(y,H(~,y))<ooforE,En, 
(ii) the mappings H( ., y), YE Y are equi-H-continuous, (equi- 
untformly H-continuous on the sets A, = (2: r(n) < r}, r 2 0). 
Then P, has equi-continuous (equi-uniformly continuous on the sets A,) 
retractive representation h: A x Y+ Y. Consequently, P, is H-continuous 
(utuformly H-continuous on A,). 
Remark. If A is a compact metric space, then condition (C), (i), and 
equi-H-continuity of H( ., y), y E Y, are sufficient for the equi-uniform 
continuity of h in the above theorem. 
An alternative way to ensure H-continuity of P, is to assume the 
compactness of H(A, y) for every y E Y. 
THEOREM 3. I f  additionally in Theorem 1 we assume that H(A, y) is 
compact for every y, in particular tf A is compact (metric compact), H has 
compact values, and H( ., y) is H-U.S.C. for every YE Y, then P, has an 
equi-continuous (equi-uniformly continuous) retractive representation 
h: A x W -+ Y, where W is a compact convex set. Moreover Pn(A) is 
compact. 
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Proof: Letting 
we have defined a multivalued mapping such that 
D(J(y,),J(yZ))~supD(H(~, y1), H(A, y,))<Klly,-y,JI. 
Since 
PM) = H(A x P,(A)) = J(P,(A)h 
by Lemma 4 we get 
Therefore PH(,4) is compact. Then W=cO PH(.4) is also compact and 
clearly convex. A retractive representation h: /1 x Y + Y, which exists by 
virtue of Theorem 1, when restricted to /1 x W is equicontinuous (equi- 
uniformly continuous in case /i metric compact). Obviously, by virtue of 
Lemma 2, for the compactness of H(/i, JI) it suffices that /i is compact and 
H( ., y): A + Camp(Z) is H-U.S.C. Q.E.D. 
Along the same lines one can prove the above results under weaker 
contraction conditions, for instance, (C) may be replaced by the assumption 
WW> YI), WA YZ)) G 4(II Y, - ~211) for AEA Y,, .hE K 
where 4: [0, co) + [0, co) is a nondecreasing continuous function such that 
C,“=, 4”(r) < 00 (here 4’ = 4, @+’ = 4 0 4”). The necessary modifications 
would be similar to those in [35, 361. 
Even if Y is a convex set, the sets P,(A) are not convex in general 
(except the case Z = R ’ ), as the following example illustrates. 
EXAMPLE. Let kE (0, ($- 1)/3) and 
Y= {(s, t): Is( + (t-k1 <l} 
be a square in Euclidean space 1:. Consider H: Y -+ CComp( Y) defined by 
H(s, t)= (x, y):x-s=~-~ 
{ 
t + ks 
if SE [0, 11, 
t-ks 
(x, y):x-S=JJ-~ if sE[-1,O). 
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Then H is a multivalued contraction mapping since 
NWs, > f, ), Hb,, fd) 
$+Z) ((Sl - t,y f (s* - f2)2)“7. 
However, 
Pi,= {(s, f)~H(s, t,) 
={(s,ks):sE[O, l]>U{(S, -ks):sE[-l,O]) 
is not convex. 
Bogatyrev [ 1 l] has given an example of a multivalued mapping 
H: 1: -+ CComp(1 i) satisfying 
WH(Y,)> H(.Y,))~ I/Y, - YII 
and such that its set of fixed points P, consists of two parallel lines and 
hence is not a retract of any convex set. This shows that Theorem 1 and 
Theorem 3 fail to be true, even in the case of finite-dimensional space, if we 
admit K = 1 in condition (C). 
Ricceri [ 19, Theorem l] proved that the fixed point set P, of a multi- 
valued contraction mapping H: X -+ CCZ(X), where XE CC/(Z), is an 
absolute extensor for paracompact topological spaces. This result can be 
directly deduced from our Theorem 1, since P, is a retract of the absolute 
extensor X. 
Theorem 3.1 in [ 183 can be derived from our Theorem 1 even without 
the assumptions on Frtchet differentiability of the norms in Banach spaces 
X, X* and on the uniform boundedness of multivalued contractions. 
Indeed, under remaining hypotheses adopted in [ 181, one can define 
a multivalued contraction with parameter H: A x X-+ X, where 
/i = N u {a} is a one-point compactilication of lV, H(n, x) = F,(x) for 
n E N, H( co, x) = F(x). W-continuity of H( ., x) follows from the assump- 
tions via Theorem 2.2(i), (iii) in [24]. Recall that Papageorgiou’s result 
tells that the fixed point sets of Fn’s converge to the fixed point set of F in 
the Kuratowski sense. In our setting this means that P, is lower semi- 
continuous and has closed graph. 
It is worth noticing that 0. Naselli Ricceri [20] has proved the existence 
of continuous selection passing through an arbitrarily fixed point of Gr P,, 
and lower semi-continuity of P, under considerably weaker assumptions. 
However, her result does not serve information on closedness of graph or 
upper semi-continuity of P,. 
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The sharp result on continuity of P, is provided by the following 
estimation due to T. C. Lim [ 17, Lemma 11: 
From this follows in particular the last statement of our Theorem 2.Note 
that the above estimation can be easily obtained as a by-product in the 
proof of our Theorem 1. Indeed, for arbitrarily fixed L E (1, K- ‘) we have 
defined a mapping h: /1 x Y -+ Y such that h(l, y) E PH(IZ) and (5) holds for 
all (1, y) (and since the continuity of h is inessential below, it may be 
assumed that .4 is an arbitrary nonempty set and Y is a complete metric 
space). Then 
G II44 Y) - h’(k Y)II + IP’(~~ Y) - Al 
G f (LK)“L d(y, ff(1, y))= L(1 - LK)-’ d(y, H(A, y)). 
PI=0 
Therefore 
4% PH(A)) G inf 
l<L<K-’ 
L( 1 - LK)-’ d( y, H(1, y)) 
= (1 -K)-’ 4y, W, Y)) 
for all (A, y). Consequently for A1, A2 E n and y E P, (A,) we get 
4.~3 p~(h))G(l-K)- 4ff(&, VI, ff(&, Y)) 
6 (1 -WI Wff(h, v), W,, Y)). 
Passing to supremum over y E PH(A,) and then interchanging the roles of 
2, and 1, we obtain Lim’s inequality. 
3. THE SETS OF SOLUTIONS 
FOR FUNCTIONAL-DIFFERENTIAL INCLUSIONS 
Let (E, I( .I) ) be a separable Banach space. Assume that r E ( - 1, 01, da 0, 
p > 1. Denote by C( [r, d], E) the space of continuous mappings 
x: [r, d] -+ E with the norm IIxllc= supt Ilx(t)ll, and by Lp( [r, d], E) the 
Lebesgue-Bochner space with the norm 
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Let the operator r: Lp([r, d], E) -+ C([r, d], E) be defined by the 
Bochner integral 
By Wp( [r, d], E) we denote the subspace of C( [r, d], E) composed of 
the elements x =i + T(y), where y E LP( [r, d], E) and i is a constant 
mapping taking value z E E. Every x E Wp( [r, d], E) is differentiable 
almost everywhere, x’ E LP( [r, d], E), and x = .2(r) + Z-(x’). We consider 
Wp([r, d], E) with the norm ljxil ,+,P= \lx(r)/l + IIx’IjLP. With this norm 
Wp([r, d], E) is a Banach space and the operator A: Wp( [r, d], E) --+ 
LP( [r, d], E) defined by A(x) =x’ is nonexpansive. Clearly the topology 
induced by this norm is stronger than the topology induced by sup-norm 
(1. (1 c. In the following considerations we assume that d= r + 1, (A, p) is a 
compact metric space, and x0: [r, d] x A -+ E is a mapping such that 
x0( ., A) E Wp( [r, d], E) and the mapping A -+ ?cO( ., 1.) is continuous. 
Subsequently, let Xc C([r, d], E) be a subset such that x0( ., A) c X and 
let Y = I- ‘(X). With x0 we associate an operator r,: A x Y -+ WP( [r, d], E) 
defined by 
Note that 
(6) 
From this it follows in particular that 
Let F: [0, d] x Xx A + CCZ(E) be a multivalued mapping such that for 
every x E X, 2 E A, the multivalued mapping F( ., x, A) is measurable and 
j; d(0, F(t, x, 1))” dr < 00. 
Consider the functional-differential inclusion 
x’(t) E F(t, x, 1) 
x(t) = x0( t, A) 
for t E [0, d], 
(1-j.) 
for t E [r, 01, 
with right-hand side and initial value depending on the parameter I E ,4. 
We are interested in properties of the multivalued mapping S which assigns 
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to each A l .4 the set s(A) of solutions to (I-A), i.e., the set of the 
mappings x1 E W( [r, d], E) such that 
x;(t) E I;(& x, A) for almost every t E [0, d], 
xi.(t) =x0(6 2) for l E [r, 01. 
First we establish a general scheme according to which we will apply the 
results from the preceding section to the present problem. Let us put 
F(t, x, A)=xb(t, /I) for (t,x,A)E[r,O)xXxA. 
Extended in this way, F satisfies the condition 
for every x E X, 2 E A, the multivalued mapping F( ., x, A) 
is measurable and s:’ d(0, F(t, x, 2))” dt < CO. (P) 
By Lemma 5, for every YE Lp( [r, d], E), E > 0, there exists a measurable 
selector v of F( ., x, A) such that 
II y(t) - 4t)ll 
< d(y(t), F(t, x, 1)) + E for almost every t E [r, d]. (8) 
From (8) and (p) it follows, in particular, that ueLP([r, d], E). Define a 
multivalued mapping G: A x X-+ N(LP( [r, d], E)) by letting 
G(A,x)= {u~L~([r,d],E):u(t)~F(t,x,A)fora.e. tE[r,d]), (9) 
Clearly if y E Lp( [r, d], E) and v E G(A, x) then 
d(At), F(t, -G 2)) G II y(t) - 4t)ll 
for almost every t. From this and (8) we get 
4~3 (34 x)1 
(J 
d 
> 
UP 
= d(.v(t), F(t, x, A))” dt = II4d.L FC.3 x, ~))llu r
Recall that we have assumed that the mapping 1 +x0( ., A) is continuous. 
Therefore the mappings 14 sy 11 v(t) - xb( t, A)/1 p dt, y E LP( [r, d], E), are 
equi-continuous. Consequently 
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if 2. -+ jg d( y(t), F(t, x, A))” dt is continuous (lower 
semicontinuous, upper semicontinuous) for every 
YE Lp( [r, d], E), then G( ., x) is W-continuous ( W-u.s.c., 
v-I.S.C.) (11) 
and 
if 2 -+ j,dd(y(t), F(t, x, A))p dt, y E Lp( [r, d], E), are equi- 
lower semicontinuous (equi-upper semicontinuous), then 
G( ., x) is H- U.S.C. (H-kc.). (12) 
In order to guarantee that A + Jff d( y(r), F(t, x, 1,))” dt is continuous for 
every y E Lp( [r, d], E), it suffices to assume that the mapping 
%-+ 
U 
’ 42, J’( 
I ‘1’ 
T, x, %))P dT 
0 
is continuous for every t E [0, d], z E E, and the mappings f -+ 
d(z, F(t, x, A))p, J. E A, are uniformly integrable for every z E E. Indeed, in 
this case the mapping A+ lid( y(t), F(t, x, 1))” Lzt is continuous for every 
step function y E LP( [Y, d], E). For an arbitrary y E Lp( [r, d], E) we can 
choose a sequence of step functions yrn~ Lp( [r, d), E) such that 
IIY-YmllLP + 0. Then we have 
IiJ 
d l#P 
d(y(t), fit, x, 2))” df d(y,,,(t), F((h -x, j.)lp df 
0 > I 
IV/J < My(t), F(t, x, A)) - d(y,(t), F(h x, jL))l p dt 6 II Y  - Ymll LP 
for all A E A Thus R + j”g d(y(t), F(t, x, A))p dr is continuous as a limit of 
uniformly convergent sequence of continuous functions. By the same 
reasoning, for the equi-continuity of EL -+ 1: d( y(t), F(t, x, A))p dz, x E A’. 
y E Lp( [r, d], E), it &ices to assume that ;i. + jz d( y( t), F( t, x, 3.))p dt are 
equi-continuous for x E: X and step functions y E Lp( [r, d], E). 
From (10) and (1) it easily follows that 
WG(&, x,1, G(&, -4) 
<sup My, G(A,, xl))-4~5 G(&, xz))l 
l/P 
d sup d My(f), F(t, ~1, A,))-d(y(t), Fft, xz, 4))l"dt 
.)' > 
(13) 
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Hence in particular 
sup 
s 
‘D(F(t, x, A), F(z, x, &))p dt + 0 as A-,& 
x 0 
implies 
SUP My, G(A xl) - 4y, WA,, x))l 
x3 Y 
< sup 
(I 
' My(t), fit, x, A)) 
X,Y 0 
> 
IlP 
-d(y(t),F(t,x,lo))Ipdt +O as 1+1,. (14) 
Observe that since the sets F(t, x, A), t E [r, d], are closed, then the set 
G(1, x) is closed. Indeed, for u E G(A, x) there exists a sequence (u,) such 
that u,,(t) E F(t, x, A) and u,(t) + u(t) almost everywhere in [r, d]. Hence 
u(t) E F(t, x, A) for almost all t, so u E G(IZ, x). Clearly convexity of F( t, x, A) 
for t E [r, d] implies convexity of G(i, x). 
Thus we have defined a multivalued mapping 
G: A x X-t CCZ(Lp( [r, d], E)). 
Let us define the multivalued mappings H: A x Y + CCZ(LP( [r, d], E)) and 
I?: A x X+ C( Wp( [r, d], E)) by letting 
Note that 
W, Y) = W, rot4 Y)) (15) 
&(A, x) = f,(A, G(A, x)). (16) 
f,(A, P&l)) = P&i) = S(A). (17) 
Indeed, x E &(A, x) iff x = r,(A, y) for some y E G(1, x), i.e., x = r,(A, y) for 
some y E G(1, ro(l, y)), and by the definition of G and r,, this means that 
y(t) = x’(t) E F(t, x, A) almost everywhere in [0, d] and x(t) = x,,(t, A) in 
Cr, 01. 
Now we state the results. 
THEOREM 4. Let X= W’([r, d], E). Assume that F: [O, d] xXx A + 
Ccl(E) is such that F( a, x, A) is measurable for every (x, A) and 
(i) ~~d(O,F(t,xo(-,l),l))Pdt<ooforevery;lEA, 
(ii) (~odld(y(t),l;(t,x,,~))-d(y(t),F(t,x,,~))lPd~)’~P~Kllxl -x211wp 
for x1, x2 E X, y E Lp( [r, d], E), I E A, where K< 1, 
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(iii) for every ye Lp( [r, d], E), XE X, the function J -+ jid( y(t), 
F(t, x, i))” dz is continuous. 
Then the multivalued mapping S: A x X + N(X) has a retractive representa- 
tion s: A x X -+ X. 
Proof By (i) and (ii) 
Thus F satisfies (p). Put Y = T-‘(X) = Lp( [r, d],E) and consider the 
multivalued mapping H defined by (15). We will verify that H fulfills the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1. By (ii) and (13) we have 
@G(Jw, x,), W, xz)) 6 K/lx, -x2/I ,wp. 
Hence 
Therefore H satisfies (C). By (iii) and (11) one can see that G( ., x) is 
W-continuous for every x. As in the proof of Theorem 1 we assert that the 
multivalued mapping (2, x) + G(I, x) is also W-continuous. Therefore, 
since r,( ., y) is continuous, then H( -, y) = G( ., r,(., y)) is W-continuous, 
for every y E Y. By virtue of Theorem 1, P, has a retractive representation 
h:nxY-+Y.Defines:/ixX+Xby 
~(2, x) = f,(l., h(L, Ax)) = F,(1, h(i, x’)). (18) 
Taking into account (17), we conclude that s is a retractive representation 
for S. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5. If in Theorem 4 we assume additionally that E is untformly 
convex, l<p<co, the functions L+jtd(y(t),F(t,x,I))Pdt, XEX, YE 
Lp( [r, d], E) are equtcontinuous and supy jg d( y(t), F(t, f,(& y), L))” dt 
< cc for every I E A, then the multivalued mapping S: A -+ X has an 
equi-uniformly continuous retractive representation s: A x X -+ X. 
Proof: Proceeding along the same lines as in the proof of Theorem 4 we 
will apply Theorem 2 to the multivalued mapping H. First observe that 
Y= Lp( [r, d], E) is uniformly convex, since E is uniformly convex and 
1 < p < cc [37]. It is obvious that H satisfies (C). Since 
d(z, H(A VI)= lldk Ft.2 r,,(k Y), ~))llv 
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and the mappings A -+ lb@, Ft., rotA Y), ~))llLPT 1~ 4 Y, ZE Y are equi- 
continuous, it is evident that H( ., y), ye Y, are equi-H-continuous. It is 
also clear that 
By virtue of Theorem 2, the multivalued mapping P,, has an equi- 
uniformly continuous retractive representation h: A x Y -+ Y. Then s 
defined by (18) is a retractive representation for S. Using (6) one can easily 
verify that s is equi-uiniformly continuous. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If the assumption (i) in both Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 is 
replaced by 
U 
d 
D(0, F( t, x, l))p dt 
0 ) 
UP 
<RI3 for (x, A)EXxA, 
then the statements are still true even if the remaining assumptions are 
satisfied for x, y with Ilx’Il Lp < R. and 11 yJI LP < R. for some R, < co. 
Indeed, put R = R, + sup, II&( ., A)ljLP. Then for every YE Y, 1~ A, we 
have 
D(H(A y), 0)~ Il.-&(., A)IILP+ RoQR. 
Thus H(A, Y) c B(0, R). Let H, denote H restricted to A x B(0, R). Since 
PH(A) = PHR(A) for every A E A, it is clear that every retractive representa- 
tion for P,, is a retractive representation of P,,. Therefore we can work in 
the proofs of Theorems 4, 5 with H,. 
Until now we have applied fixed point results to H: A x Lp( [r, d],E) + 
CCf(Lp( [r, d], E)). In the next theorem we are working with 
I?: A x C( [r, d], E) + C(C( [r, d], E)). 
THEOREM 6. Let X= C( [r, d], E) and F [O, d] x Xx A + CComp(E) 
be such that F( ., x, A) is measurable and 
(i) ([zO(O, F(t, x0(., A), A))p dt)“” < 00 for 1~ A if p > 1, or 
D(0, F(t, x, A)) 6 m(t, x, A), where m: [r, d] x Xx A + Iw is a function such 
thatm(.,~,A)EL~([r,d],IW)forxEX, AEA, zfp=l, 
(ii) Cjo” l4.dt)9 F(t~xI~~))-4y(~h F(t,x2,1))Ipdt)1’p < J41x,-x211c 
for x1, x2 E X, y E Lp( [r, d], E), 2 E A, where K< 1, 
(iii) the functions 14 lt d( y(t), F(t, x, A))P dt, x E X, y E LP( [r, d], E), 
are lower semicontinuous and equi-upper semicontinuous. 
Then S considered as a mapping from A into C( [r, d], E) has an equi- 
uniformly continuous retractive representation s: A x W + C( [r, d], E), 
where W is a compact convex subset of C( [r, d], E). 
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Proof. First observe that for every (x, A) 
(1 
d IlP 
1 0 
d 1 /P 
D(0, F(t, x, l))P dt < m(t, x, jw)p dt < co, 
0 0 
by virtue of (i) and (ii), in case p > 1. We consider fi: A x C( [r, d], E) --f 
C(C( [r, d], E)) defined by (16). We check that @A, x) is a compact subset 
of C( [r, d], E) for every (A, x). For every z E A( A, x) and y E G(A, x) such 
that z = T(d, .Y) we have 
llz(t)-z(s)\\ q’ llJ+)lj”< (J’m(r, x, l”)P dTp.p., 
s s 
where l/p + l/q = 1 (l/q = 0 in case p = 1). Thus @A, x) consists of equi- 
continuous mappings. We verify that fiE(Z?(IZ, x)(r)) = 0 for t E [r, d]. To 
show this choose a countable dense subset {z,: n E N} c fi(A, x). Clearly 
z, = r,(A, y,) for y, E G(A, x). By an extension of Month’s Lemma (see 
[38,39]), we have 
y,(r) dz: n E N 
Hence 
= BE(W): n E N}) = BE ({xoM+ j; ,v.(r)d-Nj) 
Therefore fi(A, x) is relatively compact. But &A, x) is closed. Indeed, 
in virtue of Tolstonogov’s Lemma 1.3 in [8], if z, E &A, x) and 
I/z, - zI/ c + 0, then since z:(t) E F( t, x, A) for almost every t and F( ., x, A) 
has compact convex values, we have that z is differentiable, z = T,(/z, z’), 
and z’(t) E F(t, x, A) for almost all t. Hence z E A(& x). By assumption (ii), 
thanks to (7), we have 
From (iii), (1 l), and (12) it follows that the maps G( ., x), x E A’, are V-1.s.c. 
and H-U.S.C. Consequently, the maps A( ., x), x E X, are V-1s.~. and H-U.S.C. 
Indeed, in order to show that fi( ., X) is V-1.s.c. for given 2, E A, z E X, E > 0, 
choose y. E G(1,, x) such that 
I/z - JIAo, yo)ll cd d(z, r(Ao, WA,, x))) + 43 = d(z, fi@o, x)) + 43. 
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Since G( ., x) is V-1.s.c. and x,-Jr, .) is continuous, there is a neighbourhood 
U of II, such that for every 1 E U there exists yA E G(A, x) satisfying 
II y. - y, )I LP < s/3 and simultaneously (I xo(r, A) - xo(y, A,) II < c/3. Then, 
using (6), for A E U we get 
d(z, m7 x)) G lb - ro@, YJI c G lb - rotJo? vo)ll c 
+ Il~O(~O~ Yo) - ro(A .Yn)ll c < 4ZP Ei(~O~ XI) + E. 
By (7) we have 
d(fi(A xl, fitlo, xl) < Ilxo(r, 1) - xob, ~,)I1 + 4W x1, Wo, x)1. 
Therefore &( ., x) is H-U.S.C. 
Since F? meets all requirements of Theorem 3, there exists a compact 
convex set W c C( [r, d], E) and equi-uniformly continuous retractive 
representation h: A x W-r C( [r, d], E) of PA. Recalling (17), the proof is 
complete. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6, the multivalued 
mapping S considered as a mapping into Wp( [Y, d J, E) has a retractive 
representation by virtue of Theorem 4. 
In order to avoid some additional technicalities we have assumed that 
d-r = 1 and we posit the assumptions in Theorems 4, 5, 6 such that the 
multivalued operators H, fi are contractive with respect to the original 
norms in LP([r, d], E) and C([r, d], E) on the whole interval [r, d]. The 
results of Section 2 can be applied in the same way, without the restriction 
d- r = 1, under the assumptions guaranteeing that H and A are contrac- 
tive for any equivalent norms in Lp( [r, d], E) and C( [r, d], E). The idea 
of renorming the space LP([r, d], E) in order to change a locally 
contracting multivalued operator into global contraction was used by 
Himmelberg and Van Vleck [3] in the case of differential inclusions. This 
idea was also used in recent papers by B. Ricceri and 0. Naselli Ricceri 
[21,22], which dealt with Lipschitzian differential inclusions depending on 
the parameter along similar general lines. 
We conclude our considerations with an example. Consider the problem 
x’(t) E % 
( J 
t, XI, ’ tl(z)(x’(~)) dz 
> 
for TV [0, d], 
r 
(I-(% rl)) 
x(t) = v(t) for t E [r, 01. 
We assume that E is a separable reflexive Banach space, 1~ p < co, 
l/p + l/q = 1, and %: [0, d] x Wp( [r, 01, E) x Iw + CCI(E) is such that 
(i) %( -, x, s) is measurable and d(0, %(t, x, s)) <m(t) for all 
(t, x, s), where m E Lp, 
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(ii) Ws(t, x1, ~~1, F(t, x2, 4) Q k(t) max(llx, - .x21/ wp, Is, - x21) 
for (t, x,,s~)E [O, d] x W”([r,O], E)xR, i= 1, 2, where k~L~([r, d], R) 
and /lkllLr-=z2-‘. 
For x E W”([r, d], E) a mapping x’ E Wp( [r, O’J, E) is defined by x’(s) = 
x(t + s), for each t E [0, d]. 
We consider (I-(cp, q)) with q varying over the closed unit ball B c 
L4( [r, d], E*) and cp varying over a compact subset WC Wp( [r, d], E). 
First we restate (I - (cp, q)) in the form (I --A). The operators 
A’: Wp( [r, d], E) -+ Wp( [r, 01, E) defined by A’(x) = A?, t E [0, d], are 
linear, llA’(x)ll wp d I/XII c + Ijx’IILp d 2 llxll wp, and the mapping t + A’(x) is 
continuous, for every X. For every q E B and t E [0, d] the mapping 
~,q: r -+ x!(z) q(t), where xt is the characteristic function of [r, t], belongs 
to Ly( [r, d], E*) and defines a continuous linear functional (denoted also 
by x,v) on LP(Crr 4, -4: 
(m)(u) = j’xt(t) v(~)(u(~)) & ? 
since Ly( [r, d], E*) = Lp( [r, d], E)* (see, e.g., [33]). Clearly jJx,yIJLq d 
Ihll LVt and for every ueLP([r, d], E) the mapping t -+ x,?(u) is 
continuous. Since Lp( [r, d], E) is separable and B is the closed unit ball in 
Lq([r, d], E*), we can consider B with its weak-star topology as a metric 
space. Put A = Wx B and define R [O, d] x Wp( [r, d], E) x A -+ CCI(E) 
and x0: [r, d]: A -+ E by letting 
F(t, x3 (cp, VI) = st(t, A’(x), (xPl)(dx)), 
xdt? (cp, ?I)) = 
v(t) for t E [r, 0] 
cp(o) for t E [0, d]. 
Since for every fixed (x, q) the mapping t -+ (A’(x), (x,q)(dx)) is 
measurable, S( ., z, s) is measurable for every (I, s) and Y(t, ., .) 
is continuous for every t, then the mapping t -+F(t, A’(x), (x,q)(dx)) 
is measurable. Therefore F( ., x, (cp, 9)) is measurable. 
Obviously 
40, fit, x, (cp, v))) d m(t) for all (4 4 (cp, ~1). 
By (ii) we have 
D(F(t, x1, (cp, ~11, F(t, ~23 (cp, rl))) 
,<k(t)max(lIA’(x, -XZ)IIWP, llXrrlll~411~(X~ -X2)llt~) 
G Wt) 11x1 -x211 wp 
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and 
D(F(t, 4 (VP, r)), F(t, 4 (cpo, ‘lo)) 
G k(t) lb3 - X~rlO)(X’)l 
~4t)I(?-roW)l <k(t) /IyI-~oIIL9lI~‘IILP~ 
Thus when B is considered with the weak-star topology, the multivalued 
mapping S: (cp, v]) + S(rp, q) has a retractive representation by virtue of 
Theorem 4. 
When we assume additionally that p > 1, then Lp( [r, d], E) is reflexive 
(see [40]), and the weak-star topology for B coincides with the weak 
topology. Assume subsequently that Cc B is a compact set, E is uniformly 
convex, 1 < p < co, and 
for every (t, X, s), 
where m E Lp( [r, d], Iw). In this case 
> 
l/P 
W, F(t, x, (cp, v)))~ df G IlmllLp 
for every t, x, (cp, q). 
Then, by (2) 
UP 
d(y(f), F(c ro((cp, ~1, Y), (cp> rl)))p dt 6 IlmllLp+R 
for y E Lp( [r, d], E) such that II yI[ LP < R, and by (14), the maps 
(P> v) + jod d(At), J’(t, x> (40, rl)))‘& 
for x E Wp( [r, d], E) such that llx’ll LP < R, for some R > 0 and y E LP( [r, d], E), 
are equi-continuous. Therefore we can apply Theorem 5 with the 
Remark after that theorem, which ensures the existence of equi-uniformly 
continuous retractive representation for S: ( W x C) -+ Cl( Wp( [r, d], E). 
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